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1. INTRODUCTION
Our observations consist of n random vectors, X1=(X1, 1 , ..., X1, d),
X2=(X2, 1 , ..., X2, d), ..., Xn=(Xn, 1 , ..., Xn, d). Let + i=EXi . We assume that
the observations X1 , ..., Xn can be written as
Xi=+i+ei , 1in.
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The errors e1=(e1, 1 , ..., e1, d), e2=(e2, 1 , ..., e2, d), ... satisfy the following
conditions:
Eei, j=0, 1i< and 1 jd, (1.1)
[ei , 1i<] is a stationary sequence, (1.2)
E &ei&&< for some &>2 (1.3)
and
there is an integer m such that _[ei , 1ik] and _[ei , li<]
(1.4)
are independent for each l and k satisfying l&km.
We wish to test the null hypothesis
H0 : +1=+2= } } } =+n
against the alternative that the means changed over time. We divide the
data into two subsets, before and after Xk , and define the sample means
+^(k)=
1
k
:
1ik
X i , +^(k)=(+^1(k), ..., +^d (k))
and
+~ (k)=
1
n&k
:
k<in
Xi , +~ (k)=(+~ 1(k), ..., +~ d (k)).
If H0 holds, then +^(k) as well as +~ (k) are unbiased estimators for the
common mean, so the differences
2(k)=+^(k)&+~ (k)
are near 0 if H0 holds, and are away from 0, if the mean changed. It is easy
to see that if conditions (1.1)(1.4) hold, then there is a matrix D such that
lim
n  
1
n
E \ :1in ei+
$ \ :1in ei+=D. (1.5)
We assume that
rank D=d. (1.6)
The central limit theorem yields that +^(k) is approximately normal
N(+, (1k) D) under H0 . Similarly, the distribution of +~ (k) can be approxi-
mated with normal N(+, (1(n&k)) D) distribution, where + stands for the
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common mean. By (1.4), the correlation between +^(k) and +~ (k) is negligible,
and we get that 2(k) is approximately normal N(0, (1k) D+(1(n&k)) D
under H0 . Thus the functionals of
Z(k)=2(k) \1k D+
1
n&k
D+
&1
2$(k)
=
k(n&k)
n
2(k) D&1 2$(k). (1.7)
can be used to test H0 . Let
T(k)=
(k(n&k))2
n3
2(k) D&1 2$(k).
Our first result is the weak convergence of [T(nt), 0t1].
Theorem 1.1. We assume that H0 holds. If (1.1)(1.4) and (1.6) are
satisfied, then
T(nt) wwD[0, 1] :
1id
B2i (t),
where B1 , B2 , ..., Bd are independent Brownian bridges.
It follows that under the conditions of Theorem 1.1,
max
1k<n
(k(n&k))2
n3
2(k) D&1 2$(k) wD sup
0t1
:
1id
B2i (t) (1.8)
and
1
n4
:
1k<n
(k(n&k))2 2(k) D&1 2$(k) wD :
1id
|
1
0
B2i (t) dt. (1.9)
Kiefer (1959a, b) obtained the distribution function of the limit in (1.9).
Introducing weight functions we can increase the power of tests based on
(1.8) and (1.9) against early or late changes. Let
Q=[q: q is non-decreasing in a neighbourhood of 0, non-increasing in a
neighbourhood of 1 and inf
=t1&=
q(t)>0 for all 0<=<12].
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Theorem 1.2. We assume that H0 holds and (1.1)(1.4) and (1.6) are
satisfied.
(i) If
I0, 1(q, c)=|
1
0
1
t(1&t)
exp \& cq
2(t)
t(1&t)+ dt<
for some c>0, then
1
n2
max
1k<n
k(n&k)
q2(kn)
Z(k) wD sup
0t1 \ :1id B
2
i (t)+<q2(t), (1.10)
where B1 , B2 , ..., Bd are independent Brownian bridges.
(ii) Also,
1
n2
:
1k<n&1
Z(k) k(n&k) |
(k+1)n
kn
1
t(1&t)
dt wD :
1id
|
1
0
B2i (t)
t(1&t)
dt.
(1.11)
Scholz and Stephens (1987) contains selected values of the distribution
of the limiting random variable in (1.11).
According to our discussion, the natural statistic for testing H0 is
max1k<n (k(n&k)n) 2(k) D&1 2$(k). However, this statistic is not
covered by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We now consider its asymptotic distribu-
tion. Let
a(x)=(2 log x)12
and
bd (x)=2 log x+
d
2
log log x&log 1(d2),
where 1(t) is the Gamma function.
Theorem 1.3. We assume that H0 holds. If (1.1)(1.4) and (1.6) are
satisfied, then
lim
n  
P[a(log n) max
1k<n
Z12(k)t+bd (log n)]=exp(&2e&t) (1.12)
for all t.
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Hus kova (1990), Steinebach (1994), and Steinebach and Eastwood
(1996) argued that the increments of k +^(k) and (n&k) +~ (k) provide better
tests for H0 . Let
Mn= max
1kn&h
h&12 {\ :kik+h Xi&h+^(n)+ D
&1 \ :kik+h Xi&h+^(n)+
$=
12
.
Theorem 1.4. We assume that H0 holds. If (1.1)(1.4) and (1.6) are
satisfied and h=h(n)  , nh  , and
lim sup
n  
n12&}(log(nh))12
h12
< with some 0<}<}0 , (1.13)
where }0=(1(4(2+d ))) min(1, &&2)(5+min(1, &&2)). Then we have
lim
n  
P[a(nh) Mnt+bd (nh)]=exp(&2e&t)
for all t.
In this section we assumed that D is known. This is, however, rarely the
case in applications. We show in Section 3 that the results of Section 1
remain valid if D is replaced by any estimator Dn satisfying (3.1).
The proofs of Theorems 1.11.4 are postponed until Section 4. First we
discuss the consistency of our tests against two possible alternatives.
Section 3 contains the applications of our results to the average tempera-
tures in Prague.
2. TESTS UNDER ALTERNATIVES
First we assume that a sudden change occurred. Namely,
H (1)A : there is an integer k*, 1k*<n such that
+1=+2= } } } +k*{+k*+1= } } } =+n .
We now show that the tests based on (1.8)(1.12) are consistent against H (1)A .
Let {=(+&*) D(+&*)$ with +=+1 and *=+n . We note that + as well
as * may depend on n.
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Theorem 2.1. We assume that H (1)A holds and (1.1)(1.4) and (1.6) are
satisfied.
(i) If
{k*   (2.1)
and
{(n&k*)  , (2.2)
then we have
1
{(k*(n&k*))2
:
1k<n
k(n&k) Z(k) wP 13, (2.3)
n
{ |
1
0
T(nt)
t(1&t)
dt<{[(n&k*)2 \&log \1&k*n +&
k*
n +
+k*2 \&log k*n &\1&
k*
n ++= wP 1 (2.4)
and
1
{n
max
1k<n \
k
n \1&
k
n++
1&:
Z(k)<\k*n \1&
k*
n ++
2&:
wP 1 (2.5)
for all 0:<1.
(ii) If
{k*log log n   (2.6)
and
{(n&k*)log log n  , (2.7)
then we have
1
{n
max
1k<n
Z(k)<\k*n \1&
k*
n ++ wP 1.
We can also estimate k* with
k (:)=min[k: max
1i<n
(i(n&i ))1&: Z(i)=(k(n&k))1&: Z(k))], (2.8)
0:<1.
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Theorem 2.2. We assume that H (1)A holds, (1.1)(1.4) and (1.6) are
satisfied and
k*=[n%] with some 0<%<1. (2.9)
(i) If 0<:<1 and {n  , then we have
k (:)n wP %. (2.10)
(ii) If {nlog log n  , then we have
k (1)n wP % (2.11)
We note that under the conditions of Theorem 2.2 we have
1
n3
:
1k<n
k(n&k) Z(k) wP , (2.12)
1
n2
:
1k<n&1
k(n&k) Z(k) |
(k+1)n
kn
1
t(1&t)
dt wP  (2.13)
and
a(log n) max
1k<n
Z12(k)&bd (log n) w
P , (2.14)
which give the asymptotic consistency of these tests against H (1)A .
Next we consider the case when the mean gradually increases. We
assume
H (2)A : there are integers k* and l*, 1k*<l*<n
such that +1= } } } =+k*{+l*+1= } } } =+n ,
+k*+i=+k*&
+k*&+n
l*&k*
i, 1il*&k*.
Theorem 2.3. We assume that H (2)A holds, (1.1)(1.4) and (1.6) are
satisfied, and
0<lim inf
n  
k*nlim sup
n  
l*n<1.
(i) If {n  , then (2.12) and (2.13) hold.
(ii) If {nlog log n  , then (2.14) holds.
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We can also estimate the time of change. We assume that the period of
gradual change is smaller than the time period when the observations were
collected. Namely,
l*&k*=o(n), as n  . (2.15)
Theorem 2.4. We assume that H (2)A holds and (1.1)(1.4), (1.6), (2.9),
and (2.15) are satisfied.
(i) If {n  , then (2.10) holds.
(ii) If {nlog log n  , then (2.11) holds.
According to Theorems 2.2 and 2.4, the estimator in (2.8) can be used to
get information about the time of change. The results say only that the
changes occurred in a neighbourhood of k with large probability.
The consistency of tests based on Mn can be discussed along the lines of
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. For example, if H (1)A and (2.9) hold and
h{log(nh)  , (2.16)
then we have
a(nh) Mn&bd (nh) w
P . (2.17)
If H (1)A , (2.9) and (2.15) are satisfied, then (2.16) implies (2.17).
We pointed out at the end of Section 1 that D is rarely known and must
be estimated from the sample. It is clear from the proofs that the results of
Section 2 remain valid if D is replaced by an estimator Dn which is bounded
in probability under the alternative.
3. SIMULATIONS AND A STUDY OF TEMPERATURE CHANGES
IN PRAGUE
We describe in this section the results of a small simulation study which
illustrates some aspects of the finite sample behaviour of the procedures
developed in the previous sections as well as the analysis of average
monthly temperatures in Prague.
In order to be able to apply the results of the previous sections we must
replace the matrix D by an appropriate estimator Dn based on the sample
[Xi , 1in]. Suppose Dn is an estimator satisfying
&Dn&D&=oP ((log log n)&12). (3.1)
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If relation (3.1) holds, then all results of Section 1 remain valid with Z(k)
and T(k) replaced by
Z (k)=
k(n&k)
n
2(k) D&1n 2(k)$, 1k<n (3.2)
and
T (k)=
(k(n&k))2
n3
2(k) D&1n 2(k)$, 1k<n. (3.3.)
In particular, under H0 and the assumptions of Section 1, the following
limit theorems hold:
n&3 :
1k<n
k(n&k) Z (k) wD :
1id
|
1
0
B2i (t) dt, (3.4)
n&2 :
1k<n&1
k(n&k) Z (k) |
(k+1)n
kn
1
t(1&t)
wD :
1id
|
1
0
B2i (t)
t(1&t)
dt (3.5)
and
lim
n  
P[a(log n) max
1k<n
Z 12(k)t+bd (log n)]=exp(&2e&t), (3.6)
for all t.
If (1.4) holds, then we can estimate D with
Dn=Dn(m)=
1
n
:
1in
(X i&+^(n))$ (Xi&+^(n))
+
2
n
:
1 j m
:
1in&j
(Xi&+^(n))$ (X i+j&+^(n)),
if m1, and
Dn(0)=
1
n
:
1in
(Xi&+^(n))$ (Xi&+^(n)).
Using the MarcinkiewiczZygmund law of large numbers, it can be verified
that (3.1) holds under H0 .
Under the alternatives discussed in section 2, Dn w
P D , with some
matrix D . Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 remain true if Z(k), T(k) and { are
replaced with Z (k), T (k) and {^=(+&*) D (+&*)$. In particular, if {^k*  ,
{^(n&k*)   and (1.1)(1.6), (2.9) are satisfied, then under either H (1)A or
H (2)A we have
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n&3 :
1k<n
k(n&k) Z (k) wP , (3.7)
n&2 :
1k<n&1
k(n&k) Z (k) |
(k+1)n
kn
1
t(1&t)
dt wP , (3.8)
a(log n) max
1k<n
Z 12(k)&bd (log n) w
P . (3.9)
For the temperature data considered below, the second term in the
definition of Dn(m) is not significantly different from zero for lags m=1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (confidence intervals valid under the assumption of normal
errors were used). Therefore, in the simulations and computations presented
in the sequel we use Dn(0).
We focus on (3.4) and (3.6), as they represent two distinct results: rela-
tion (3.4) is a functional limit theorem involving a weighted sum of the
Z (k) whereas relation (3.6) is a DarlingErdo s type limit theorem based on
the maximum of the Z (k).
First we consider inference based on relation (3.4).
Table I gives selected values of the cumulative distribution function of
the right hand side of (3.4) for d=12. The values were obtained using for-
mula (4.4) (with h replaced by 12, our d is Kiefer’s h) of Kiefer (1959b).
For d=2 and d=4, the only even values of d included in Table 3 of Kiefer
(1959b), our values agreed with those of Kiefer (1959b) up to the accuracy
of Kiefer’s table (six digits after the decimal point).
It is worthwhile noting that there are two misprints in formula (4.4) of
Kiefer (1959b), the non-obvious one being the omission of the factor
2(h&2)4 in its right hand side.
The asymptotic values in Table I are fairly good approximations of the
actual critical values. To illustrate this point, we constructed a sequence of
80 identical years as follows: we simulated 80 independent 12-dimensional
normal random vectors with independent standard normal components.
Next, we generated a sample of 250 such sequences of 80 years and for each
of the 250 sequences we evaluated the left hand side of (3.4). The percen-
tiles of these 250 values are given in Table II.
TABLE I
Asymptotic distribution function in (3.4), d=12
2.1000 2.2000 2.3000 2.4000 2.5000 2.6000 2.7000
0.6226 0.6892 0.7477 0.7979 0.8401 0.8750 0.9032
2.8000 2.9000 3.0000 3.1000 3.2000 3.3000 3.4000
0.9258 0.9437 0.9576 0.9683 0.9765 0.9827 0.9874
3.5000 3.6000 3.7000 3.8000 3.9000 4.0000 4.1000
0.9908 0.9933 0.9952 0.9965 0.9975 0.9983 0.9988
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TABLE II
Percentiles of the simulated values of (3.4), n=80, d=12
80.00 90.00 95.00 97.50 99.00
2.38 2.59 2.89 3.07 3.21
To get some idea of how sensitive the tests based on (3.4) and (3.6) are,
we constructed three types of sequences that violate H0 . All of them consist
of 80 years with independent standard normal components, but the means
of components of certain years are changed, the change being the same for
all components of a given year. Thus these alternatives do not allow a
different change in, say, the January and the February components.
We now describe the alternatives in detail
1. Abrupt change: the first 40 years have mean zero, the last 40 have
all monthly means increased by the same value.
2. Gradual change: the first 40 years have mean zero, the last 30 years
have all monthly means increased by the same value, in the intermediate
years the temperature increases linearly.
3. Creeping change: the temperature increases linearly from the first
to the 80th years.
The cumulative increases considered are 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. Table III
gives estimates of the power of the test based on (3.4) for the 9 alternatives.
Each entry is based on 100 simulations. We used the 950 critical value
from Table II.
Now we consider procedures based on (3.6).
The most striking difference between (3.4) and (3.6) is that the asymptotic
critical values based on the right hand side of (3.6) are very poor approxima-
tions of actual critical values for moderate sample sizes. For example, for
n=80 and d=12 the asymptotic 950 critical value is so small that it prac-
tically always leads to the rejection of H0 for the sequence of iid years. The
discrepancy between the asymptotic and simulated critical values for (3.6)
TABLE III
Power of the test based on (3.4)
Alternative 0.25 0.50 0.75
Abrupt change 0.43 0.99 1.00
Gradual change 0.43 0.99 1.00
Creeping change 0.17 0.82 1.00
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TABLE IV
Critical values for the test based on (3.6)
d 2 4 6 8 10 12
Asymptotic 950 critical value 4.08 4.31 4.13 3.71 3.14 2.43
Simulated 950 critical value 3.42 3.97 4.40 5.04 4.95 5.34
is illustrated in Table IV. The simulated critical values are based on 100
simulations for each d.
Table V was obtained in the same way as Table III. The null hypothesis
was rejected if max1k<n Z 12(k)>5.34.
Conclusions. For the tests based on (3.4), it is acceptable to use asymptotic
critical values instead of the simulated ones. Moreover, for any observed
value of the test statistic the asymptotic P-value can readily be evaluated
using formula (4.4) of Kiefer (1959). For tests based on (3.6) simulated
critical values must be used. Tests based on (3.4) appear to be more power-
ful than those based on (3.6) when the change does not occur either very
early or very late. Detecting a slow change taking place over the whole
period when observations were taken is more difficult than detecting a
fairly rapid change.
In the simulation study our main concern was the effect of d on the
applicability of the limit results to finite samples. We generated independ-
ent observations since the dependence between annual observation vectors
considered below is very weak. In case of dependent observations the rate
of convergence in limit theorems of Sections 13 is likely to be slower.
Davis, Huang and Yao (1995) used statistics similar to (3.6) in case of
autoregressive process and observed that the dependence between the observa-
tions reduced the accuracy of the approximation in (3.6). Antoch, Hus kova
and Pras kova (1997) studied the behaviour of test statistics and estimators
for a change in the mean of a univariate linear process with first moment
summable coefficients. Kokoszka and Horva th (1997) considered long-
range dependent errors whereas Kokoszka and Leipus (1998) studied also
non-linear processes.
TABLE V
Power of the test based on (3.6)
Alternative 0.25 0.50 0.75
Abrupt change 0.33 0.98 1.00
Gradual change 0.30 0.99 1.00
Creeping change 0.14 0.54 0.95
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We now describe the results of the analysis of monthly temperatures in
Prague by means of the tools we have developed. One of the goals of our
study is to determine whether the data provide evidence for the global
warming theory.
Our data set consists of average monthly temperatures in Prague from
1775 to 1989. The data have been compiled by Daniela Jarus kova .
The data have been analysed as follows: Using the asymptotic P-value
based on (3.4), and referred to in the sequel as the P-value, we determine
whether a shift in mean has taken place. If the P-value indicates no change,
we confirm this result using simulated critical values based on (3.4) and
also on (3.6). If the P-value indicates a change, we estimate it using the
estimator k (1), which is the argmax of the Z (k). This divides the data into
two subsets of years. The whole procedure is then repeated for each subsets
until periods of constant mean are obtained.
Figure 1 shows the graphs of the average monthly temperatures (dotted)
and Z (k) (continuous).
Using the above procedure we obtained the following segmentation:
v Years 17751989: P-value=0.00005 indicates change. The estimated
value of the time of change is 1835.
v Years 17751835: P-value=0.88 indicates absense of change. The
observed value of the LHS of (3.4) is 1.43 and lies below the simulated 25th
percentile which is 1.66. We conclude that there was no significant change
in mean from 1775 tot 1835.
v Years 18361989: P-value=1.8_10&6 indicates change. The
estimated time of change is 1893.
v Years 18361893: P-value=0.54 indicates absense of change. The
observed value of the left hand side of (3.4) is 1.89 and lies below the
FIG. 1. The average monthly temperatures and Z (k).
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simulated 50th percentile which is 2.06. We conclude that there was no
significant change in mean form 1836 to 1893.
v Years 18941989: P-value=0.006 indicates change. The estimated
time of the change is 1927.
v Years 18941927: P-value=0.18 indicates absense of change but is
not very large. The same picture emerges when we use simulated critical
values: The observed value of the left hand side of (3.4) is 2.43 and lies
between the simulated 80th and 90th percentiles which are 2.42, 2.61,
respectively. The observed value of max Z 12(k) is 4.72 and also lies
between the simulated 80th and 90th percentiles which are 4.70 and 4.81,
respectively. The above values indicate a possibility of a ‘‘creeping change’’,
as studied in the previous subsection. This alternative is also reinforced by
direct examination of Fig. 1.
v Years 19281989: P-value=0.50 indicates absense of change. The
observed value of he LHS of (3.4) is 1.94 and lies below the simulated 50th
percentile which is 1.97. We conclude that there was no significant change
in mean from 1928 to 1989.
The segmentation gave the following subsets: 17751835, 18351893,
18941927, 19281989. The average temperatures in these subsets are 9.79,
8.93, 9.26 and 9.80, respectively.
Our analysis strongly supports changes in the climate around 1835 and
1893. A warm period ended in 1835 and the climate became cooler between
1835 and 1893. The next warm period started in 1893 temperature was
increasing slightly until 1927. There is no evidence of change in the data
after 1927.
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.11.4
Throughout this section we assume that H0 holds. We can and shall
assume without loss of generality that +i=0. Let
S(k)= :
1ik
ei .
Lemma 4.1. We assume that (1.1)(1.4) and (1.6) hold. We can find a
Gaussian process G(t) with EG(t)=0 and EG$(t) G(t)=D min(t, s) such
that
&S(k)&G(k)&=o(k12&}) a.s. (4.1)
with any 0<}<}0, where }0=(1(4(2+d))) min(1, &&2)(5+min(1, &&2)).
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Proof. We apply Theorem 1 of Eberlein (1986). Let Fk=_(e1 , ..., ek).
By (1.1) and (1.4) we have
"E \ :k+1in+k ei }Fk+" :k+1ik+m E &ei&, (4.2)
and therefore (1.2) and (1.3) yield
sup
1k, n<
E "E \ :k+1in+k ei }Fk+"<. (4.3)
Similarly to (4.3) one can show that for all 1k, n<,
E "E {\ :k+1in+k ei+
$ \ :k+1in+k ei+ }Fk"
&E \ :k+1in+k ei+
$ \ :k+1in+k ei+"<C1 (4.4)
and
"E \ :k+1in+k ei+
$ \ :k+1in+k ei+&nD"<C2 (4.5)
with some constants C1 and C2 . Thus we established that all conditions of
Theorem 1 of Eberlein (1986) are satisfied. Checking the proofs in Eberlein
(1986), one can get the upper bound for the rate of approximation.
Let
Un(t)=n&12(S(nt)&tS(n)), 0t1. (4.6)
Lemma 4.2. We assume that (1.1)(1.4) and (1.6) hold. We can find a
sequence of Gaussian processes [Vn(t), 0t1] with EVn(t)=0 and
EV$n(t) Vn(s)=D[min(t, s)&ts] such that
n: sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
&Un(t)&Vn(t)&(t(1&t))12&:=OP(1) (4.7)
for all 0:<}0
Proof. First we define
S(k), 1k<(n&m)2
S*(k)={S((n&m)2), (n&m)2k(n+m)2S((n&m)2)+S(k)&S((n+m)2), (n+m)2<kn
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and
Un*(t)=n&12(S*(nt)&tS*(n)), 0t1.
It is easy to see that
max
1kn
&S(k)&S*(k)&=OP(1)
and therefore
n12 max
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
&Un(t)&Un*(t)&(t(1&t))12&:=OP(1) (4.8)
for all :. By (1.4) and Lemma 4.1 we can find [G(1)(x), 0xn2] and
[G(2)(x) 0xn2], two independent copies of G such that
max
1kn2
sup
k&12x<k+12
&S*(k)&G (1)(x)&x12&}=OP(1) (4.9)
and
max
n2k<n
sup
k&12x<k+12
&S*(n)&S*(k)&G(2)(n&x)&(n&x)12&}=OP(1)
(4.10)
for any 0<}<}0 . Next we introduce
Vn(t)={n
&12(G(1)(nt)&t(G(1)(n2)+G(2)(n2)),
n&12(&G(2)(n&nt)+(1&t)(G(1)(n2)+G(2)(n2)),
0t12
12t1.
It follows from (4.9) and (4.10) that
n: sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
&Un*(t)&Vn(t)&(t(1&t))12&:=OP(1) (4.11)
for any 0:<}0 . Thus (4.7) follows from (4.8) and (4.11). The construc-
tion yields that [Vn(t), 0t1] is Gaussian and elementary calculations
give the covariance structure.
Lemma 4.3. We assume that (1.1)(1.4) and (1.6) hold. We can find
independent Brownian bridges [Bn, 1(t), 0t1], ..., [Bn, d (t), 0t1]
such that
n2: sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1) }Un(t) D&1U$n(t)& :1id B
2
n, i (t) }<(t(1&t))1&2:
=OP(1)
for all 0:<}0 2.
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Proof. Elementary arguments yield
&Un(t) D&1 U$n(t)&Vn(t) D&1V$n(t)&
c[&Un(t)&Vn(t)&2+&Vn(t)& &Un(t)&Vn(t)&] (4.12)
with some constant c. Lemma 4.2 implies that
n2: sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
&Un(t)&Vn(t)&2(t(1&t))1&2:=OP(1). (4.13)
Since the coordinates of Vn(t) are Brownian bridges multiplied with
constants, we have that
sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
&Vn(t)&(t(1&t))12+==OP(n=) (4.14)
for any =>0 (cf. Cso rgo and Horva th (1993), p. 259). Using again
Lemma 4.2 with (4.14) we obtain
n2: sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
&Vn(t)& &Un(t)&Vn(t)&(t(1&t))1&2:
n2: sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
&Vn(t)&(t(1&t))12+=
_ sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
&Un(t)&Vn(t)&(t(1&t))12&=&2:
=n2:OP(n=) OP(n&(=+2:))
=OP(1),
where 0<=<}0&2:. Observing that
[Vn(t) D&1 V$n(t), 0t1] =
D { :
1id
B2i (t), 0t1= ,
where B1 , B2 , ..., Bd are independent Brownian bridges, the proof of
Lemma 4.3 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since H0 holds, we have
T(nt)=Un(t) D&1U$n(t), 0t1, (4.15)
and therefore Lemma 4.3 yields
sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1) }T(nt)& :1id B
2
n, i (t) }=oP(1). (4.16)
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It is easy to see that
sup
0<t1(n+1)
|T(nt)|=OP(1n) (4.17)
and
sup
n(n+1)t1
|T(nt)|=OP(1n). (4.18)
The scale transformation of the Wiener process yields
sup
0<t1(n+1) } :1id B
2
n, i (t) }=OP(1n) (4.19)
and
sup
n(n+1)t1 } :1id B
2
n, i (t) }=OP(1n). (4.20)
Putting together (4.15)(4.20) we get Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We use the construction of Lemma 4.3. It follows
from (4.16) that
sup
*t1&* }T(nt)& :1id B
2
n, i (t) }<q2(t)=oP(1) (4.21)
for all 0<*<12. If I0, 1(q, c)< for some c>0, then
lim
t  0
q(t)t12= (4.22)
and
lim
t  1
q(t)(1&t)12= (4.23)
(cf. Cso rgo and Horva th (1993), p. 180). Lemma 4.3 with :=0 yields
sup
1(n+1)t* }T(nt)& :1id B
2
n, i (t) }<q2(t)
 sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1) }T(nt)& :1id B
2
n, i (t) }<(t(1&t)) sup0<t* t(1&t)q2(t),
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and therefore by (4.22) we have
lim
*  0
lim sup
n  
P { sup1(n+1)t* }T(nt)& :1id B
2
n, i (t) }<q2(t)>===0
(4.24)
for all =>0. Similarly,
lim
*  1
lim sup
n  
P { sup*tn(n+1) }T(nt)& :1id B
2
n, i (t) }<q2(t)>===0
(4.25)
for all =>0. From (4.21), (4.24), and (4.25) we get
sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1) }T(nt)& :1id B
2
n, i (t) }<q2(t)=oP(1). (4.26)
Next we note that
sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
:
1id
B2n, i (t)q
2(t) wD sup
0<t<1
:
1id
B2i (t)q
2(t) (4.27)
and the limit is finite with probability one (cf. Cso rgo and Horva th (1993)
p. 189). Now (1.10) follows from (4.26) and (4.27).
To prove (ii) of Theorem 1.2 it is enough to show that
|
n(n+1)
1(n+1)
T(nt)(t(1&t)) dt wD :
1id
|
1
0
B2i (t)
t(1&t)
dt.
Let 0<}<}0 2. Using Lemma 4.3 and (4.15) we obtain
|
n(n+1)
1(n+1) }T(nt)& :1id B
2
n, i (t) }<(t(1&t)) dt
|
n(n+1)
1(n+1)
|T(nt)&1id B2n, i(t)|
(t(1&t))1&=
(t(1&t))&= dt
 sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1) }T(nt)& :1id B
2
n, i (t)}<(t(1&t))1&=
_|
n(n+1)
1(n+1)
(s(1&s))&= ds
=OP(n&=).
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Since
|
n(n+1)
1(n+1)
:
1id
B2n, i (t)(t(1&t)) dt w
D :
1id
|
1
0
B2i (t)
t(1&t)
dt,
the proof of (1.11) is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. It is enough to show that
lim
n  
P[a(log n) sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
T 12(nt)(t(1&t))12x+bd (log n)]
=exp(&2e&x) (4.28)
for all x. Horva th (1993) showed
sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1) \ :1id B
2
n, i (t)(t(1&t))+
12
<(2 log log n)12 wP 1,
(4.29)
sup
1(n+1)t(log n)n \ :1id B
2
n, i (t)(t(1&t))+
12
=OP((log log log n)12),
(4.30)
and similarly
sup
1&(log n)ntn(n+1) \ :1id B
2
n, i (t)(t(1&t))+
12
=OP((log log log n)12).
(4.31)
If !=!(n) satisfies
sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
:
1id
B2n, i (t)(t(1&t))= :
1id
B2n, i (!)(!(1&!)),
then by (4.29)(4.31) we have
lim
n  
P[(log n)n!1&(log n)n]=1. (4.32)
Combining Lemma 4.3 with (4.29)(4.31) we conclude
sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
(T(nt)(t(1&t)))12(2 log log n)12 wP 1,
sup
1(n+1)t(log n)n
(T(nt)(t(1&t)))12=OP((log log log n)12),
sup
1&(log n)ntn(n+1)
(T(nt)(t(1&t)))12=OP((log log log n)12)
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and therefore
lim
n  
P[(log n)n’1&(log n)n]=1, (4.33)
where ’=’(n) satisfies
sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1)
T(nt)(t(1&t))=T(n’)(’(1&’)).
Lemma 4.3 yields
sup
(log n)nt1&(log n)n }T(nt)& :1id B
2
n, k(t) }<(t(1&t))
 sup
(log n)nt1&(log n)n }T(nt)& :1id B
2
n, i (t) }<(t(1&t))1&=
_ sup
(log n)nt1&(log n)n
(t(1&t))&=
=OP(n&=) O((nlog n)=)
=OP(log n)&=)
for all 0<=<}0 . Hence (4.32) and (4.33) imply
} sup1(n+1)tn(n+1) (T(nt)(t(1&t)))12
& sup
1(n+1)tn(n+1) \ :1id B
2
n, i (t)(t(1&t))+
12
}=OP((log n)&=)
(4.34)
with some =>0. Horva th (1993) proved that
lim
n  
P {a(log n) sup1(n+1)tn(n+1) \ :1id B2n, i (t)(t(1&t))+
12
x+bd (log n)=
=exp(&2e&x) (4.35)
for all x, and therefore Theorem 1.3 follows from (4.34).
Proof of Theorem 1.4. First we note that
}Mn& max1kn&h h&12 {\ :kik+h ei+ D
&1 \ :kik+h e1+
$=
12
}=OP((hn)12).
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Using Lemma 4.1 and condition (1.13) we obtain
} max1kn&h h&12 {\ :kik+h ei+ D
&1 \ :kik+h ei+
$=
12
& max
1kn&h
h&12[(G(k+h)&G(k)) D&1(G(k+h)&G(k))$]12 }
=oP(1a(nh)).
We note that
max
1kn&h
h&12[(G(k+h)&G(k)) D&1(G(k+h)&G(k))$]12]
=D max
1kn&h
h&12 \ :
1id
(Wi (k+h)&Wi (k))2+
12
, (4.36)
where W1 , W2 , ..., Wd are independent Wiener processes. According to (4.36),
it is enough to consider the increments of independent Wiener processes, so
Lemma 3.1 in Steinebach and Eastwood (1996) implies Theorem 1.4.
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2.12.4
Let
u(k)={
k(n&k*)
n
(+&*)
(n&k)k*
n
(+&*)
if 1kk*
if k*k<n.
(5.1)
Lemma 5.1. If the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, then
k(n&k)
n
2(k)=u(k)+R(k) (5.2)
and
max
1k<n
&R(k)&
(k(n&k)):2
={OP(n
12&:),
OP((log log nn)12),
if 0:<1
if :=1
(5.3)
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Proof. It is easy to see that (5.2) holds with
R(k)=S(k)&
k
n
S(n),
and therefore (5.3) follows from (1.10) and Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof follows immediately from Lemma 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Observing that u(k) D&1u$(k)(k(n&k)): reaches
its maximum at k*, Lemma 5.1 implies Theorem 2.2.
Next we define
v(k)=
k(+&*)(2n&k*&l*+1)
2n
, if 1kk*
+&*
2n {2k(n&l*)+k(l*&k*+1)& nl*&k* (k&k*)(k&k*+1)= ,
if k*<kl*
(n&k)(+&*)(k*+l*&1)
2n
, if l*<kn,
and similarly to Lemma 5.1 the next result can be proven.
Lemma 5.2. If the conditions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied, then
k(n&k)
n
2(k)=v(k)+R(k)
and (5.3) holds.
Proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. The proofs follow immediately from
Lemma 5.2.
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